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F R O M  T H E

EDITOR

The Federalist Society publishes Class Action Watch 
periodically to apprise both our membership and the 

public at large of recent trends and cases in class action 
litigation that merit attention. 

Defi ned as a civil action brought by one or more 
plaintiff s on behalf of a large group of others who have 
a common interest, the class action lawsuit is both 
criticized and acclaimed. Critics say that such actions are 
far too benefi cial to the lawyers that bring them; in that 
the attorney fees in settlements are often in the millions, 
while the individuals in the represented group receive 

substantially less. Proponents of the class action lawsuit 
see them as a mechanism to consolidate and streamline 
similar actions that would otherwise clog the court 
system, and as a way to make certain cases attractive to 
plaintiff s’ attorneys. 

Future issues of Class Action Watch will feature 
other articles and cases that we feel are of interest to our 
members and to society.  We hope you fi nd this and future 
issues thought-provoking and informative. Comments 
and criticisms about this publication are most welcome. 
Please e-mail: info@fed-soc.org.

Most people know the American Law Institute 
(ALI) as an organization founded by the giants of 

the legal profession, which produced the “Restatements 
of the Law.” Th ere is more to the ALI than just the 
Restatements, however. More recently, the organization 
has invested in so-called “Principles” projects, which are 
more reform-based than the Restatements.

Because the Principles projects involve ideas about 
what the law “should” be, they have more potential to 
be controversial, and tend more to refl ect the views of 
the Reporters responsible for them.1 Th e current ALI 
“Principles of the Law of Aggregate Litigation” (“PLAL”), 
now in its second “Discussion Draft,” bears watching 
for precisely these reasons. If adopted in something 
close to its current form, the PLAL would put the ALI’s 
prestige squarely behind an unprecedented expansion of 
aggregated “big litigation”—class actions, mostly, but 
other forms of aggregation as well.2

Th e current PLAL are very favorably inclined 
towards the aggregation and resolution of litigation in 
large units. In many ways, (I have counted at least thirty), 
the PLAL proposes to change or add to existing law so as 
to encourage and expand the availability of class actions 
and other forms of aggregate litigation. Many of these 
alterations would require amendment of procedural rules 
or overturning of existing precedent to go into eff ect. 

I. The Impact of Big Litigation?

Almost all litigation has either the intent or the eff ect 
of forcing the targeted defendant to change something 
it is doing. Th is can be direct, as with an eff ort to 
enjoin the defendant to act diff erently, or indirect, e.g. 
making the challenged conduct uneconomical through 

imposition of money damages. Whenever litigation is 
aggregated, the stakes for the defendant are raised in 
direct proportion to the extent of the aggregation. Most 
defendants, especially corporate ones, are risk-averse—
they do not like to bet the company on one roll of the 
litigation dice.3 Th us, claims that on an individualized 
basis are easily defensible, even so weak that they would 
never be clogging up the legal system in the fi rst place, 
become incalculably more dangerous when thousands 
or millions of them are joined together in a monolithic 
whole.

An appropriate cautionary tale, which occurred long 
enough ago that most of its ramifi cations have become 
apparent through time: the Agent Orange litigation over 
alleged injuries from defoliants used by the government 
during the Vietnam War. As individual cases, Agent 
Orange lawsuits were meritless. Th e government itself, 
as a sovereign exercising its powers to wage war, was 
immune from suit. Against the manufacturers of the 
defoliant who found themselves in the litigation cross-
hairs, it was simply impossible for a plaintiff  to prove 
causation, either as to product identifi cation (specifying 
which defendant’s product actually caused a plaintiff ’s 
injury) or medically, since exposure to dioxin at the 
concentrations at issue (another problem of proof ) 
were not scientifi cally proven to cause the conditions 
alleged.4 Individually, such cases certainly could not 
have survived summary judgment, and most would 
have been dismissed immediately for failure to specify 
the responsible defendant. A federal district court, 
however, decided to aggregate some 600,000 individual 
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More Searching Fact-Based Scrutiny of Proposed Class 
Actions Reaches Securities and Antitrust Actions

Blackmail settlements,”1 “in terrorem power”2 in the 
hands of class counsel—these are the consequences 

of improvident class certifi cation decisions, according to 
courts that have despaired at lax enforcement of Rule 23 
prerequisites. Th ese labels stem from the knowledge that 
the decision to certify immediately ups the ante in class 
litigation, placing “hydraulic” pressure on defendants to 
resolve even unmeritorious claims before trial.3 Indeed, 
a Federal Judicial Center study found that settlements 
resulted in nearly 90% of cases in which the courts had 
certifi ed a class.4    

Over the last twenty years, courts in product 
liability and mass tort actions have begun to check 
inappropriate use of the class device by scrutinizing 
the evidence relevant to the purported class claims to 
determine whether it is of “classwide” dimension—that 
is, whether it tends to advance or rebut the claims of all 
putative class members simultaneously.5 Until recently, 
however, evidence-focused review of proposed classes 
in the antitrust and securities realms has been the 
exception, rather than the rule. Th at has changed over 
the past couple of years. Recent decisions in the Second, 
Fifth and Eighth Circuits exemplify the new approach, 
exploring the quantum of proof that plaintiff s seeking 
certifi cation should be required to muster on factual 
elements crucial to class treatment. Th us, these decisions 
can off er important insights for class actions generally.   

I. Common Groundwork

Th e legal standard for class certifi cation is the same 
across legal disciplines; regardless of the content of a 
plaintiff ’s complaint, every purported class must meet the 
requirements of Rule 23. As a practical matter, however, 
the courts’ application of Rule 23 has varied widely with 
the subject-matter of the complaint, with securities and 
antitrust classes being given considerably less scrutiny 
than others.6

In Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin7, the Court held that 
“nothing in the language or history of Rule 23…gives 
a court any authority to conduct a preliminary inquiry 
into the merits of a suit in order to determine whether 
it may be maintained as a class action.” However, in 
two subsequent decisions, Coopers & Lybrand v. Livesay8 
and Gen. Tel. Co. of the Sw. v. Falcon,9 the Court 
indicated that “the class determination generally involves 
considerations that are enmeshed in the factual and 
legal issues comprising the plaintiff ’s cause of action.” 
Th e Court in Falcon further instructed trial courts to 
conduct a “rigorous” analysis to ensure that the putative 
class satisfi ed Rule 23’s requirements.10 While a close 
look at these cases reveals that they need not confl ict with 
each other at all, it is easy to see how these apparently 
confl icting directives could have resulted in inconsistent 
applications by the lower courts.

by Brian D. Boyle & Julia A. Berman

“claims” as a class action. In an instant, the defendants’ 
potential exposure increased by six orders of magnitude. 
Th at increased risk had value, and the defendants settled 
for over $200 million dollars, a huge amount in the mid-
1980s.5

Th e aggregation itself, however, was on shaky 
ground. Th e only way to certify a class was to ignore 
accepted choice of law principles by using non-existent 
“national consensus” law. Being before Rule 23 was 
amended to permit interlocutory appeals of class 
certifi cation orders,6 the ruling was only belatedly 
disapproved on appeal.7 Th e damage, however, had been 
done, and the defendants could not go back and reclaim 
what the aggregation had forced them to give away in 
settlement. As it was, the only way the Agent Orange 
defendants were willing to settle was to purchase “peace” 
by including the potential claims of many thousands of 
persons who may have been exposed, but who had not 

yet been injured. Th us, the so-called “futures problem” 
emerged in aggregate litigation. Where a person has yet 
to suff er any injury, it is questionable whether there is 
even a justiciable claim—particularly in federal court.8 It 
is certainly almost impossible to give eff ective notice to 
uninjured people who have no reason to pay attention to 
litigation they have no reason to believe involves them.

Given the passage of time, inevitably some of the 
Agent Orange “future” claims matured—at least arguably. 
Actually injured now, these persons objected to being 
bound by a settlement in which they had no part. Th ey 
were successful, and more than a decade after the fact the 
Agent Orange settlement was overturned for its pervasive 
lack of procedural due process as to future claimants.9 
Th e defendants, the ones who had paid over $200 
million dollars for peace, got neither peace nor their 
money back.10 

continued page 17
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In Eisen, the Court faced an unusual situation—the 
merits inquiry there arose not in the context of evaluating 
whether plaintiff s’ claims turned on common proof, but 
in relation to Rule 23’s notice requirements.11  Providing 
the required notice was prohibitively expensive for the 
plaintiff .12  Wanting to avoid eff ectively ending a potentially 
meritorious lawsuit, but reasoning that it would be unfair 
to impose notice costs on defendants if the suit lacked 
merit, the district court examined whether the plaintiff  
could demonstrate “a strong likelihood of success on the 
merits”—if the plaintiff  could make such a showing, the 
court would shift the costs of notice to the defendants.13 
Ultimately, the plaintiff  succeeded in making this showing, 
and the court shifted ninety percent of the notice costs.14 
On appeal, the Second Circuit held that the district court 
had no authority to conduct this merits inquiry, and the 
Supreme Court agreed.15 In that context—examining 
whether the district court had the authority to conduct 
a preliminary-injunction-like analysis of whether the 
plaintiff  could prevail—the Supreme Court pronounced 
in oft-cited language that “nothing in either the language 
or history of  Rule 23” permits “a preliminary inquiry into 
the merits of a suit.”16 While this holding did not address 
a merits inquiry that overlapped with Rule 23’s various 

requirements, many courts (discussed below) thereafter 
interpreted it to extend to such situations. 

 In contrast, Livesay and Falcon dealt directly with 
the role of the merits in analyzing whether a putative class 
meets Rule 23’s prerequisites to certifi cation. In Livesay, 
the Court considered the nature of the decision to certify 
or decertify a class in order to determine whether it was 
the kind of holding which was immediately appealable.17 
In its analysis, the Court discussed the extent to which 
class decisions necessitate examining the factual and legal 
issues involved in an action. Quoting from Federal Practice 
and Procedure, the Court listed “obvious examples” of 
determinations under Rule 23 which were “intimately 
involved with the merits of the claim”—these included 
typicality, adequacy, and the presence of common 
questions of law and fact.18 Th e Court further indicated 
that “[t]he more complex determinations required in Rule 
23(b)(3) class actions entail even greater entanglement 
with the merits.”19  

Subsequently, in Falcon, the Court again emphasized 
that “actual, not presumed, conformance with Rule 23(a) 
remains… indispensable.”20 Th ere, the Court found that 
the district court had certifi ed an overbroad class in a 
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Fluid Recovery: 
Manufacturing “Common” Proof in Class Actions?

As the Class Action Fairness Act (CAFA) moves toward 
its third anniversary, plaintiff s’ attorneys continue 

their eff orts to preserve aggregate litigation in a post-
CAFA age. Without doubt, CAFA has put the squeeze 
on traditional plaintiff  class action strategies. No longer 
can plaintiff s simply fi le a class action in a favored state 
court jurisdiction and be assured of certifi cation. Nor can 
they use the leverage of unfavorable state courts to extract 
settlements of meritless claims. Instead, plaintiff s must 
now pursue most class action litigation in federal courts, 
which have, as a general matter, been far more skeptical 
of such cases than their state court counterparts, and have 
taken seriously Fed. R. Civ. P. 23’s requirement that class 
actions can only be certifi ed if each class member can 
prove his/her claims using the same evidence. Because this 
standard is diffi  cult, if not impossible, to satisfy in the vast 
majority of product liability cases, product liability class 
actions are generally disfavored in federal court. 

Th e result is that plaintiff s’ attorneys have begun to 
look for new and creative ways to convince federal judges 
that product liability cases can be tried on a classwide 

basis. Th ese innovative strategies have included: strategic 
alliances with state attorneys general, who can bring 
aggregate litigation without having to worry about 
the requirements of Rule 23 or CAFA’s jurisdictional 
provisions; proposed “issues trials” that ostensibly 
segregate common issues for trials that are divorced from 
any one plaintiff ’s actual experiences; and consolidated, 
multi-plaintiff  trials—widely recognized as prejudicial 
to defendants—in receptive state courts (since CAFA 
only expanded jurisdiction over such cases if more than 
100 plaintiff s are involved). Th is article addresses yet 
another tactic that has been employed by plaintiff s’ 
attorneys in an eff ort to overcome the due process-based 
requirements of Rule 23: fl uid recovery. 

Fluid recovery seeks to demonstrate causation on a 
classwide basis through the use of statistics. Th e Second 
Circuit is currently reviewing the question whether “fl uid 
recovery” is a legitimate means of proving causation on 
a classwide basis or an impermissible statistical end-run 
around Rule 23’s predominance requirement. In Schwab 
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II. How ALI’s Principles of Aggregate Litigation 
Would Foster and Encourage 

More and Larger Lawsuits

Th e PLAL is not reticent about the nature of what 
is being proposed. Th e Reporters confi rm that the PLAL 
in many ways “consciously break[] from much of the 
terminology and organization of existing law with regard 
to aggregation through class actions.”11 What this means 
is that those parts of the current class action rules—such 
as “predominance,” “superiority,” and equivalent state 
law requirements— that have tended to restrict the 
availability of the class action device (particularly in 
cases involving money damages)12 are subject to revision 
as “overly formalistic.”13

As stated in the PLAL, the listed “objects” of 
aggregate proceedings are, in cases involving money 
damages:14

• maximizing the net value of the group of claims;

• compensating each claimant appropriately; and

• enabling claimants to voice their concerns and obtain 
legal vindication.15

For “indivisible” (injunctive) claims, the listed “objects”  
are:

• obtaining a judicial resolution of the legality of the 
challenged conduct;

• stopping challenged conduct from continuing; and

• enabling persons aligned with the aggregations to 
voice their concerns and facilitating... further relief 
that protects the rights of aff ected persons.16

Th e PLAL thus makes it quite obvious that the 
“objects” it pursues for aggregate litigation are those 
sought by the plaintiff s in such litigation, such as 
“maximizing the net value” of the claims and “stopping 
challenged conduct” by defendants.

Th e rest of the PLAL seeks to expand use of aggregated 
proceedings in a pro-plaintiff  manner. In place of the 
familiar analytical framework of the present class action 
rules, the PLAL is organized in favor of “fi nality, fi delity, 
and feasibility”—terms borrowed from a 2006 law 
review article.17 Th ese terms do not track any procedural 
rule enacted by any jurisdiction, however. And while 
the law review article focused solely on a subcategory 
of aggregated litigation, (monetary damages), the PLAL 

would expand them to encompass any type of aggregated 
litigation. Th is attempt to impose the same model on 
all aggregated litigation distorts the intended purpose 
of “fi nality, fi delity, and feasibility,” which was to place 
further limits upon class certifi cation:

Class actions seeking damages under Rule 23(b)(3) would 
thus be permissible only if they were a superior method 
of feasibly adjudicating both the similar and dissimilar 
aspects of class members’ claims to judgment under the 
substantive law governing claims and defenses.18

Th ese three principles were to “set minimum parameters 
for rules guiding judicial discretion in assessing the 
similarity and dissimilarity of individual claims in a 
putative class action.”19  Th e numerous illustrations 
of “red fl ags,” which the law review article provides, 
precluding aggregation under the original use of “fi nality, 
fi delity, and feasibility”,do not fi nd their way into the 
PLAL.20 Instead, the PLAL pulls these three principles 
out of their limited context and uses them to create a 
test for aggregation based upon “material advancement” 
of the litigation process.21 “Material advancement,” 
however, is not a test of class certifi cation; it is a test 
of predominance. As stated in the case upon which the 
PLAL relies:

Th e defendants’ main contention is that... the 
common issues of fact and law these claims involve do 
not predominate over the individualized issues involved 
that are specifi c to each plaintiff .... Whether an issue 
predominates can only be determined after considering 
what value the resolution of the class-wide issue will have in 
each class member’s underlying cause of action.... Put simply, 
if the addition of more plaintiff s to a class requires the 
presentation of signifi cant amounts of new evidence, that 
strongly suggests that individual issues are important. If, 
on the other hand, the addition of more plaintiff s leaves 
the quantum of evidence introduced by the plaintiff s as 
a whole relatively undisturbed, then common issues are 
likely to predominate.22

“Material advancement,” in the context of evaluating 
the nature of the proofs required in aggregated litigation 
as part of the predominance test makes sense. Claims that 
are factually diverse such that their joint litigation does 
not “materially advance” their adjudication are plainly 
not going to present predominately similar issues.

Expanding “material advancement” into the 
primary test for aggregation itself, however, creates a 
tautology in favor of aggregating everything, since the 
PLAL defi nes “material advancement” in terms of both 
the “resolution of common issues in the aggregate” and 
in terms of “marketability”—that is, whether lawyers 
would be willing to take on a representation.23 By virtue 
of these defi nitions, aggregation would become the norm 
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rather than the exception. First, they put rabbit in hat, 
since any issue decided commonly obviously need not be 
revisited. Second, economics dictates that the larger the 
amount in the dispute, the more likely a lawyer will take 
the case. Aggregation, by defi nition, makes litigation 
more “marketable.”

Section 2.03 also seeks to abolish the predominance 
requirement for class certifi cation sub silentio by greatly 
expanding the scope of “single issue” class certifi cation.24 
Single issue certifi cation has traditionally been unusual—
an exception rather than a rule—because courts have 
viewed it as a “procedural tool to sever common issues 
for trial and not as a vehicle to reach certifi cation.”25 
Th e PLAL itself acknowledges that issue certifi cation 
currently operates only in a “more limited” fashion, 
“within the larger constellation” of the entire matter at 
suit.26 To allow certifi cation of a single issue by itself, 
without any comparison to the individualized issues 
posed by all of the rest of the litigation, “would eviscerate 
the predominance requirement... the result would be 
automatic certifi cation in every case where there is a 
common issue.”27

Th at result is precisely what the PLAL seeks to 
achieve. “Aggregate treatment is thus possible when a trial 
would allow for the presentation of evidence suffi  cient to 
demonstrate the validity of all claims with respect to a 
common issue.”28 Th us, “a defendant’s negligence” in an 
environmental pollution case would become a separately 
triable common issue.29 Likewise, the PLAL applies the 
same “material advancement” test to the issue-specifi c 
dividing line between “liability” and “remedy.”30 Of twelve 
relevant illustrations, eight allow issue aggregation.31 Th e 
result is, again, that issue certifi cation would become the 
norm.

In justifying its expansive view of single-issue 
certifi cation, the PLAL uses the metaphor of “carv[ing] 
at the joint,” from the Rhone-Poulenc Rorer case.32 Th at 
opinion did not apply the metaphor, however, either 
to support or to reject issue certifi cation. Rather, the 
court used it in declaring unconstitutional the aggregate 
bifurcation of trial in such a way that would have diff erent 
juries examining the same issue of the defendant’s fault 
in violation of the Seventh Amendment.33 Th e PLAL 
proposes overruling Rhone Poulenc (and numerous other 
cases) on precisely this point, and eff ectively reducing 
Seventh Amendment protections for defendants in 
the context of aggregated litigation to a “historical 
artifact.”34

PLAL’s treatment of the medical monitoring cause 
of action deserves special attention. Medical monitoring 
is a controversial cause of action, and quite a few courts 
have refused to recognize it altogether.35 Even in those 

jurisdictions that have adopted it, many courts under a 
variety of circumstances have declined to certify medical 
monitoring class actions because of the numerous 
individualized elements present in this sort of claim.36 
Nonetheless, the PLAL treats medical monitoring 
claims, under certain circumstances, as models of an 
“indivisible” claim that is not only suitable for aggregated 
treatment but subject to mandatory, non-opt-out class 
certifi cation.37

Th e PLAL also raises questions about the limits of 
judicial power, authorizing “cy pres” or “fl uid recovery” 
settlements.38 If the claimed damages are so minimal that 
it is uneconomical to identify how much money is owed 
deserving class members, it should be a red fl ag that 
litigation is an ineffi  cient way to handle the situation, and 
that administrative enforcement is a preferred avenue. 
Th e PLAL would allow courts to give such funds away to 
charities that they (or class plaintiff s’ counsel) select.39

In addition to these major, conceptual reworkings 
of the law, the PLAL, as currently drafted, advocates 
changing the law in many other ways that would 
eliminate existing barriers to the creation, management, 
and settlement of claims on an aggregated basis:

A. In the interest of broadening the scope of aggregate 
litigation, the PLAL would prohibit defendants from 
defeating aggregation by conceding the common 
issues.40 Th e eff ect of this provision would be to force 
parties to engage in litigation and discovery concerning 
issues that are actually not in serious dispute.

B. Th e PLAL exhorts courts to experiment with 
“creative” procedural arrangements in pursuit of 
aggregating litigation.41 Such creativity, however, has 
a history of threatening defendants’ procedural and 
substantive rights.42 Moreover, the history of aggregate 
litigation demonstrates that procedural “advances” 
generate their own traffi  c. Loosening procedural 
constraints to facilitate more litigation only produces 
more litigation.

C. Th e PLAL seems to consider all single-point 
environmental pollution cases to be appropriate class 
certifi cation, at least as to individual “common” issues.43 
While the PLAL purports to defi ne commonality as “the 
determination of a common issue as to one claimant 
should resolve the same issue as to all other claimants,”44 
single source pollution cases are notorious exceptions, 
since to prove one claimant’s injuries that claimant need 
only prove his or her own exposure to the pollutant—
not that of every other member of the purported class.

D. Under PLAL, at least some aspects of virtually every 
product liability case would be capable of being litigated, 
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since claims for breach of warranty are commonplace in 
such litigation, and the “merchantability” of a product 
is used as an example of a “common” issue that can 
be appropriately litigated in aggregated fashion.45 Th is 
result would be a reversal of current law, since another 
comment to PLAL concedes, “the class action has fallen 
into disfavor as a means of resolving mass-tort claims.”46 

E. Th e PLAL would require parties opposing class 
certifi cation to bear the burden of proof on confl ict 
of law47—a reversal of current precedent, under which 
the proponent of class certifi cation bears the burden 
of proving all elements that support the aggregation of 
litigation.48

F. Th e PLAL also gives textual treatment to the widely 
rejected49 choice of law argument (almost never seen 
outside of class action litigation) that the governing 
law should be the law of a defendant’s principal place 
of business.50

G. Th e PLAL advocates overturning current Supreme 
Court precedent in order to allow the conduct of 
aggregated trials in the context of multi-district 
litigation, thus enabling more pressure on defendants 
to settle.51

H. Contrary to almost all recent precedent, which 
holds that punitive damages can be decided only for 
persons before the court, and only in connection with 
their particular compensatory damages,52 the PLAL 
continues to take the position that punitive damage 
claims may be decided on an aggregate, class-wide 
basis.53 Recent (post-State Farm) cases rejecting this 
approach include: In re Chevron Fire Cases, 2005 
WL 1077516, at *14-15 (Cal. App. May 6, 2005) 
(unpublished).

I. Th e PLAL takes widely divergent views of due 
process rights, depending upon whether those rights 
belong to defendants—in which case they are but 
an “admonition” or “reminder” in a comment54—or 
whether those rights belong to plaintiff s in which case 
they are mandatory black-letter law.55

J. Th e PLAL facilitates the conduct of aggregate 
litigation by authorizing courts in non-binding 
consolidations (mostly MDL situations) to order 
non-consenting plaintiff s to pay “common costs” to 
other plaintiff  lawyers whom they have not retained.56 
Th is practice has never received appellate approval.57

K. Th e PLAL would resuscitate a failed proposal to 
amend the Federal Rules to create a new type of class 
action—presumably more palatable where certifi cation

is of doubtful propriety—requiring class members 
affi  rmatively to “opt-in.”58

L. Th e PLAL rejects existing precedent59 and would 
allow class action plaintiff s to refi le identical class actions 
in other jurisdictions after initially failing in federal 
court and losing on appeal.60 Th e collateral estoppel 
analysis is inconsistent with the PLAL’s recognition in 
another context that the “contingent fee lawyer is a real 
party in interest” in aggregate litigation.61

M. Perpetuating a peculiar legal doctrine that 
encourages fi ling of meritless class actions, the draft 
advocates allowing unsuccessful class actions to toll 
the running of the statute of limitations for all class 
members.62

N. Th e PLAL would abolish the current constitutional 
due process right to individualized notice of class 
action proceedings as too expensive.63

O. To facilitate settlements of aggregate litigation (thus 
increasing the incentive to bring such claims in the 
fi rst place) the PLAL would overturn current Supreme 
Court precedent and allow settlement of class actions 
even though individual issues predominate.64

P. Even though defendants are not responsible for the 
improper actions of opposing class counsel and owe 
no litigation-related duties to litigation opponents, the 
PLAL would impose upon defendants part of legal fees 
incurred by successful objectors to class settlements.65

Q. PLAL admits the constitutional problems of 
providing notice to uninjured “future” claimants, 
but takes an approach, “inconsistent” with current 
Supreme Court precedent,66 that guardians ad litem 
are suffi  cient enough to allow aggregated disposition 
of such future claims.67

III. Expansion of Aggregated Litigation and 
Current Legal Trends

In advocating dozens of legal changes, all of which 
are intended to increase the frequency of class actions and 
other forms of aggregated litigation, the ALI is swimming 
against the current for reduction, rather than expansion, 
of aggregated litigation. In the federal court system, since 
Ortiz v. Fibreboard Corp.,68 and Amchem Products, Inc. v. 
Windsor,69 the courthouse door has defi nitively slammed 
shut against class actions in personal injury and product 
liability actions. Ortiz and AmChem have been on the 
books now for a decade, and during that decade not a 
single contested personal injury/product liability class 
action has survived appeal.70
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Congress has concurred in this federal trend away 
from class actions. In 2005 it passed the Class Action 
Fairness Act, designed to force a wide range of putative 
class actions into the federal system, with the expectation 
that these class actions would be governed by the 
increasingly restrictive federal precedents.71

States are also joining this trend. State class actions 
have been pruned signifi cantly in Texas, where the state 
supreme court explicitly adopted as “essential” “a cautious 
approach to class certifi cation,” rejecting its former 
“approach of certify now and worry later.”72 In Illinois, the 
state supreme court has held that “the class action device 
is unsuitable for mass tort personal injury cases,”73 and 
has taken steps to strengthen the predominance element 
generally.74 Th e notorious Mississippi rule that used to 
allow hundreds of plaintiff s to join together in mass 
aggregations in lieu of class actions (which Mississippi 
does not recognize) has been abolished.75

CONCLUSION 
Th ose who are interested in measuring the costs 

and benefi ts of aggregated litigation would do well to 
pay close attention to the progress of the PLAL through 
the ALI’s process of consideration and approval. As it 
currently stands, the PLAL would put the ALI on record 
as supporting a fundamental reordering of how litigation 
is conducted in this country.

* James Beck is Counsel in the Mass Torts and Product 
Liability Group at Dechert, LLP. He has been an elected 
member of the American Law Institute since May 2006.
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